Request for Bid Q00951
Remove, Furnish and Install Theater Curtains
Addendum #2
January 29, 2019
All changes to the Request for Bid (RFB) are valid only if they are issued by written addendum. Each respondent must
acknowledge receipt of any addenda in their bid submission. Each respondent, by acknowledging receipt of any addenda, is
responsible for the contents of the addenda and any changes to the bid therein. Failure to acknowledge receipt of any
addenda may cause the bid to be rejected. If any language or figures contained in this addendum are in conflict with the
original document this addendum shall prevail.
This addendum consists of the additional information:
1. The bid deadline has been extended to February 7, 2019 at 11:00 a.m. local time.
2. In addition to the information provided in Addendum #1, the fabric specifications and fabric finish have been provided for
Section C Alternate - Dance Room Curtains.
Fabric Specifications
a. The fabric should be a minimum 20 oz. weight
b. Inherently Flame Retardant
c. Synthetic Velour
d. Medium Grade Theater Curtain
Fabric Finish
a. Top finished with 3 ½” jute webbing reinforcement, with coated or anodized grommets, minimum 1’ apart
b. Bottom minimum 4” hem with a chain pocket with coated steel jack chain
c. Sides minimum 3” hem
d. Box pleats with 50% fullness on 12” centers
e. No horizontal seams in fabric panels besides top and bottom finishing
f. Curtains when hung shall have a one inch (1”) clearance from the bottom of
the drape to the floor.
This addendum consists of the following questions received:
1. One other question, regarding the bid form. It’s very hard to break down labor and other associated items into each
line of drapery. Is it acceptable to include, in each line of the bid form, the equipment needed for that line, and then
place all the labor and other associated items into the “Ancillary Charges” line?
Response: Labor, installation, lift rental and any other associated items that are needed to complete the
work shall be factored in the ancillary charges line. Vendor can attach an itemized list that details what is
included in the ancillary charges.
Sincerely,
Aaron Thompson
Purchasing Specialist
Purchasing@harpercollege.edu

